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Abstract. For mobile roaming environment, the mobile uses visiting network’s services, the mobile station 

and the visiting network must authenticate each other. We propose a new authentication and anonymous 

channels protocol for roaming mobile communication.  Our scheme can securely apply to GSM and CDPD 

wireless communication system, it’s not only supporting the mobile anonymity but also resolving the 

charging problem.  The mobile station only takes one modular multiplication and one modular addition 

computation time when it roams in the visiting network. 
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1 Introduction 

Wireless communication systems such as GSM [6] and CDPD [8] systems have become more and more 

popular. Wireless communication system contains: the mobile station ( MS ) , base stations ( BSs ) and mobile 

network switching centers( MSCs ). MS links to BS and use the mobile network resource. MSC authenticates 

any calling linked to BS from MS. When a user wants to use his mobile station by network’s service or 

network’s resource, the network domain must authenticate its identity. In general, a user registers at network 

domain named home network. Home network issues SIM card to user, which contains the authentication 

information of user. We say that MS roams in a network domain, if it does not register in this network domain. 

We also called this network domain as visiting network. There is a serious problem, how the visiting network 

authenticates the roaming MS. We need an authentication and anonymous channels service scheme such that 

the visiting network can verify the mobile user is legal but need not know his identity in home network. The 

roaming mobile station anonymity and security are very important.  It is needed for authentication and 

anonymous channels service [2,3] using in confidentiality of identity and the privacy of the legal user. We also 

should consider that the ability of computation of mobile station is weak in comparison with personal computer 

or notebook. 

In typical identification systems such as secret-key base identification, public-key base identification [4] 

and ID base identification [15] systems are lack of supporting authentication and anonymous channels service 

for roaming mobile stations. For authentication and anonymous channels service, Lin and Jan had proposed 

some solutions [9,10], but they only consider identity authentication and identity anonymous. In this paper, we 

propose a scheme that provides the authentication and anonymous channel service, and it also satisfies the 

following properties: ( a ) The visiting network can verify that MS is legal but the visiting network can’t trace 

any information about t MS’s real identification. ( b ) MS can’t repudiate using visiting network’s service. ( c ) 

the visiting network can charge for service. ( d ) The proposed scheme can suit mobile with little computation 

for roaming. 

Section 2 describes the proposed scheme. We discuss the properties of anonymity, security, 

non-repudiation and the charging-problem in Section 3.  In section 4, we make the comparison with other 

similar schemes. Finally, we make conclusions in Section 5. 
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2 The authentication and anonymous channels scheme 

The proposed scheme contains two phases: ticket-granting phase and ticket authentication phase. In the ticket- 

granting phase, the MS gets a ticket from home network. By using this ticket, the MS roams in the visiting 

network authorized. The MS should perform this phase to get this ticket during awaiting-time before it roams 

through visiting network. When the MS roams in the visiting network, it should provide the ticket to the visiting 

network. The visiting network verifies the MS through the ticket authentication phase. To introduce our scheme 

clearly, we define some symbols and make some assumptions as follow: 

(a) There is a public key cryptographic scheme: RSA [14]. 

(b) There are symmetric cryptographic scheme [16] and one-way hash function [11,13] 

(c) MS denotes a mobile station, VN denotes the visiting network for MS, H denotes home network for 

MS and MS → H : m denotes that MS sends a message m to H. 

(d) H has a public key eh and Oh and the corresponding secret key ph and qh based on RSA [14] 

considerations, where Oh = ph * qh . 

(e) {m}e
h
 denotes the message: m is encrypted by RSA cryptographic scheme using RSA public key eh 

and Oh 

(f) (m)r denotes the message: m is encrypted by symmetric cryptographic scheme using secret key r. 

(g) Let P be a large strong prime number and Q be a prime factor of (P–1). g is a generator of order Q 

in Z p
*
. H has a secret key x and public key yh , where yh = g

 x 
mod p . 

(h) Every mobile station has a unique identification ID registered in the home network, and the 

information  (ID, Cert(ID), Oh , P, Q) stored in SIM card, where Cert(ID) = h(ID⊕x⊕ph) is a 

certificate for MS’s ID issued by the home network. 

(i) Home and visiting-network also have the opposite party’s public key. 

2.1 The ticket-granting phase 

If the MS wants to roam through visiting network, it must apply a ticket from its home network during 

awaiting-time and stored it in SIM card form. This ticket has a valid period is up to home network. The MS 

uses this ticket to roam in visiting network. The ticket-granting phase is introduced in the following. We also 

show this phase briefly in Fig. 1.   

Firstly, H selects k ∈ Z
*
Q to compute K = g

 k
 mod p, and sends K to MS. Secondly, MS select a ∈  Z

*
Q to 

compute A = g 
a
 mod p and session key r = K

a
 mod p.  MS encrypts A, ID, Cert(ID) by symmetric 

cryptographic scheme [16] with secret key r and encrypts A, (A, ID, Cert(ID)) r by RSA scheme [14] using H’s 

public key eh and Oh. MS sends encrypted message{A ,(A ,ID , Cert(ID))r} e
h
  to H. Thirdly, H decrypts 

message: {A ,(A ,ID ,Cert(ID))r} e
h
 by his secret keys and generates secret key r = A

 k
 mod p. H decrypts (A, ID, 

Cert(ID)) r with r, and verifies the mobile station’s identification and the correctness of A and r. H computes s = 

un_code + k + x*t mod (p-1), where un_code ∈  Z
*
Q is unique, t is a valid period for ticket. H also computes R  

= g
 un_code + k

 mod p, where R≠ y 
-t
 mod p , R must be unique, H also generates Cert(R) = [h(R,t,yh)]

1/2
 mod (p h 

* q h) [1,12]. H encrypts (s, t, h(s), Cert(R), R) by symmetric cryptographic scheme with r and sends it to MS, 

where h(s) is a hash value of s. Finally, The ticket for the MS is ( s, t, h(s), Cert(R), R ). MS decrypts the 

message ( s ,t, h(s), Cert(R), R )r to get the ticket s. MS verify correctness of s, t and R by h(s) and h(R, t, yh) ≡ 

Cert(R)
2
 (mod Oh).  

Step 1 : H → MS : K 

Step 2 : MS → H : {A, (A, ID, Cert(ID))r} e
h
 

Step 3 : H → MS : (s , t, h(s), Cert(R) , R)r 

Fig. 1. The ticket-granting phase 

2.2 The ticket authentication phase

The visiting network authenticates the MS by the ticket authentication phase. To protect the privacy of the 

user, the visiting network verify the user is a legal user of one cooperation network domain, but the 
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visiting network can not get any information about the user including its identity. Although the visiting 

network doesn’t know any information of MS, it can charge the service from the home network of MS. 

We introduce the process in the following. We also show this phase briefly in Fig. 2.   

At first, the visiting network sends random number N and time stamp T challenge to the MS. Secondly, 

the MS selects b ∈ Z
*
Q to compute NEW-ID and w as w = s + b * T challenge * R mod (p-1) and NEW-ID = 

(B || R || t || Cert(R) || N), where B = g
b
 mod p. MS sends w, New-ID, R and its home-ID to the visiting 

network. Thirdly, the visiting network verifies the mobile station  by checking the equations g
 w 
≡ R * yh

 

t 
* B 

T
 challenge 

* R 
 (mod p) and h(R, t, yh) ≡ Cert(R)

2
 (mod Oh) are hold or not. There is a unique number 

R in the Ms’s ticket, equations are hold, the visiting network will make contact with home network to 

confirm R. The R is unique, so the visiting network can charge the service based on R. The visiting 

network confirm R is valid by sending R, a random number N1 and visiting network’s name to home 

network. Fourthly, the home network verifies R is valid and record, that the mobile station is roaming in 

visiting network. It sends a confirmation message h(Cert(R)||N1) to the visiting network. 

Step 1 : VN → MS : N, T challenge 

Step 2 : MS → VN : NEW-ID, w, Home-ID 

Step 3 : VN → H : {N1, R, Visit-ID} e
h
 

Step 4 : H → VN : h( Cert(R) || N1) 

Fig. 2. The ticket authentication phase 

3 Discussions 

In this section we will discuss some important properties of the proposed scheme. Subsection 3.1 shows its 

anonymity. Subsection 3.2 discusses its security. The Non-repudiation and the charging-problem are discussed 

in Subsection 3.3. Finally, we make the comparisons with the other schemes in Section 4. 

3.1 Anonymity 

In the ticket-granting phase, the mobile station encrypts the message: {A ,(A ,ID ,Cert(ID))r} by home 

network’s public key. The ticket authentication phase does not use any information about the mobile station’s 

real identification. In the proposed scheme, the information of the mobile station only shows in Step 2 of the 

ticket-granting phase. However, the mobile station encrypts this message with the home network’s public key 

as {A ,(A ,ID ,Cert(ID))r} e
h
. By the property of public key cryptosystem, nobody except the home network can 

get the mobile station’s information from this message in the proposed scheme. The visiting network only 

makes sure that the mobile station is a authorized user, but it can’t get any identification information about the 

roaming mobile station. The proposed scheme provides the anonymity. 

3.2 Security Considerations 

In the ticket-granting phase, the security focuses on data authentication, data privacy and data integrity. MS’s 

SIM card records ID and Cert(ID). In Step 2, home receives {A, (A, ID, Cert (ID)) r} e
h
 from MS. Home network 

verifies MS’s identity by Cert (ID) = h(ID⊕x⊕ph). In Step 3 of the ticket-granting phase, the message (s, t, 

h(s), Cert(R), R) r is encrypted by session key r. Only home network can decrypt {A, (A, ID, Cert (ID)) r} e
h
 to 

get A and use it go generate r. MS authenticates that (s, t, h(s), Cert(R), R) r is sent by real home network. The 

data authentication is made. The session key r between MS and home network is generated based on 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange [4], it is secure. 
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In Step 3 of the ticket-granting phase, the home network sends (s, t, h(s), Cert(R), R) r  to MS, MS can 

verify s and t by h(s) and h(R, t, yh)≡Cert(R)
2
 (mod Oh) respectively. The integrity of s and R are made. 

In the ticket authentication phase, the security focuses on the attacker can’t forge valid R and the ticket 

valid in the period t. If anyone wants to forge R, he also should compute Cert(R) = [h(R,t,yh)]
1/2
 mod  (p h * q 

h), it must factor Oh to get ph and  qh  [12]. It is hard if ph and qh are large primes. Our scheme can prevent 

replay attack by the third party. By the equation g
 w 
≡  R * yh

 t 
* B 

T
 
challenge

 
* R
 (mod  p),   where w = s + b * 

T challenge * R  mod  (p-1), we know that if the mobile station or the third party wants to forge s, a valid period 

t or w such that making the equation g
 w 
 ≡  R * yh

 t 
* B 

T
 
challenge

 
* R 

 (mod  p) is hold, it has to solve the 

discrete logarithm problem.  

3.3 Non-repudiation and the charging-problem Issues 

The proposed scheme provides anonymous authentication scheme. The visiting network can’t know the 

information of the roaming mobile station, but it can charge the services for mobile station. In the proposed 

scheme, the home network generates a unique value R and its certification for the mobile station. The special 

value R satisfies the equation R = g 
un_code+R

 (mod p). The certification Cert(R) = [h(R,t,yh)]
1/2
  mod  (p h * q h). 

Nobody except the home network can generate R and cert(R). The visiting network can charge the service from 

the home network based on the roaming mobile station’s R, although he does not know the real identity of the 

roaming mobile station. The mobile station also can not repudiate the charge based on R. Clearly, the visiting 

network can charge the service of the roaming mobile station and the mobile can not repudiate it.  

4 Comparisons 

The computation ability of the mobile station is weak. We should reduce the computation load of the mobile 

station. This section we discuss the computation load of the proposed scheme. We also make some comparisons 

with other methods in Table 1. To show the computation load clearly, we use the following symbols to express 

the computation load. 

T h : the time for executing one-way hash function. 

T exp : the time for executing modular exponentiation. 

T pub : the time for executing public key cryptographic scheme. 

T mul : the time for executing modular multiplication. 

T square : the time for executing modular square. 

T square root : the time for executing modular square root. 
T add : the time for executing modular addition. 

T symmetric : the time for executing symmetric cryptographic scheme. 

   
 

 

Table 1. The comparison among Lin et al., Juang et al. and the proposed scheme 

 Pre-share key 

between Home 

and MS 

Solving 

Charging-problem 

The least 

computation 

cost 

SIM card lost 

problem 

Generate 

session key 

Our scheme No Yes T add  + T mul No No 

Lin and Jan’s 

scheme 
Yes No T add + 2T mul

 Yes No 

Juang et al. ‘s 

scheme 
Yes Yes 

T pub  + T mul + 

T hash 
No Yes 
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In our scheme, the mobile station pre-computes all of parameters during awaiting-time in home network 

domain.   In the ticket authentication phase, the mobile station only compute w = s + b * T challenge * R mod 

(p–1) online.  The message, s + b*R mod (p–1), of the ticket granting phase can be pre- compute in the ticket 

granting phase.   The mobile side computation cost is 1Tmul + 1Tadd in roaming visiting network domain. The 

total executing time in our scheme without pre-computing is 9T exp + 4 T symmetric + 2 T pub + 2 T square + T square 

root + 4 T add + 6 T mul + 6T hash. Lin and Jan [10] also proposed an authentication and anonymous scheme. The 

total executing time in their protocol without pre- computing is 10 T exp + 4 T symmetric + 2 T pub + 12 T mul + 4T 

add. Juang et al.’s [7] also proposed an authentication and anonymous scheme, too. Lin and Jan [10] showed that 

their methods is more efficient than Juag et al.‘s method. Our proposed scheme is more efficient than Lin and 

Jan’s. We make some other comparisons with their methods in Table 1. It is clearly that our method is more 

efficient than their methods. Our method is more practical.   

5 Conclusions 

This paper proposes a new authentication and anonymous channels protocol for roaming mobile 

communication. In our scheme, we employ pre-computing mode during awaiting-time to reduce computing 

load. We also consider the anonymity security, Non-repudiation and the charging-problem in our scheme. The 

mobile station only takes 1Tmul + 1Tadd computation time in roaming mode. It is practicable to use our scheme 

in GSM-style system. 
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